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ABSTRACT
Various physiologicals and biochemicals characteristics associated with tolerance to water stress are studied on six durum wheat genotypes.
Based on the results we see that there is a diversity in genotypic responses and some parameters respond better than other as far as the water
stress. Among these tests the tetrazolium shows that varietiesWaha Araldur and Durbel have a very high viability and also a strong vigor. At
the water status, the test of cellular turgescence (RWC) shows that there is a variable decay according to applied stress intensity. Regarding
the tests RWL, the varieties Waha, Araldur and Hedba-3 exhibit good adaptation as far as to water stress. The results brought by proline
assays revealed that varieties Waha - Hedba -3 and Beliouni are more tolerant to stress conditions. Among the parameters studied, some
seem to be good indicators of tolerance and to respond favorably to the applied pressure (water stress). Varieties Waha, Hedba-3 and
Beliouni, show a mode of adaptation under the effect of water stress. The results obtained allow us to include some of these features in a
plant genetics improvement program as selection parameters overlooked a water deficit.
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INTRODUCTION

Dice the origin of agriculture, some families of plants, such as cereals, are a particularly important source
of nutrition. Cereals are globally paramount in the agricultural system. They are considered a major source of
human and animal nutrition [1]. Indeed, a very inadequate production of 2.7 Mm for the needs of the national
market and feeding stocks pushed to make systematic use of imports [2].

This weakness in wheat production in Algeria was always related to the effects of water stress that is felt
very significantly over the past decade [3].

Among the cereals, wheat ranks first in the world production and the second after rice, as a food source for
the human population, it accounts for 15% of its energy needs [4]. Wheat is an important crop in terms of
domestic consumption in many countries. It is mainly used for fabrication of semolina, raw material pasta [5].

Wheat is grown mainly in the Mediterranean countries in arid and semi-arid climate, where agriculture is in
agro ecological sub-optimal conditions. It is characterized by the increase in temperature coupled with
decreasing rainfall, more desertification and drought are killing agricultural soils [6].

The growth and development of cereals depend on climate conditions and drought. In addition, according
to the stage of development and the duration during which the stress occurs, the influence on the final
production and yield components is more or less important [7] and [8].
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According to [9] water deficit is the major limiting factor for Cereals yield. Most work on durum wheat in
connection with the genetic improvement of tolerance to water stress, have given long primary objective of
increasing productivity, an approach based on agronomic performance.

Currently, wheat breeding programs have focused increasingly on the genetic improvement of tolerance to
water stress. This improvement requires to study, identify and verify the phenological, physiological and
biochemical morpho linked to the performance in conditions of water stress [10].

Finally This work aims to compare the behavior of six varieties of durum wheat under water stress, this by
studying a few physiological and biochemical parameters.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1- Plant Materials:
The study focused on six varieties of durum wheat (Triticum durum)

Table 1: Caracteristics of studied varieties
variety Caracteristics

(V1) Waha Pedigree: Plc / Ruff // Gta / Rte CIMMYT crossing and selection F4 of the CETO El
Khroub. Semi early variety, adapted to semi arid regions, with good yield potential; moderately
resistant to diseases, good technological quality.

(V2) Araldur Introductory variety of France, performing, semi late, average disease resistance

(V3)Durbel Introductory variety of France, high-performance, semi late, average disease resistance,
good quality.

(V4) Hedba-3 Late local variety, average performance, susceptible to lodging and diseases (Septoria leaf
spot., tan spot and BYDV), good quality

(V5) Guemgoum Rkhem Very old variety, local to very large grains (11mm), susceptible to lodging and some
diseases, medium to high quality.

(V6)Beliouni Very old variety outcome of local heterogeneous population, average performance,
susceptible to lodging and some diseases, average quality.

2.2. Experimental Methods:
- Installing the test:

The The experiments are done at the Plant Breeding Laboratory- Algeria.. Sowing is carried out under
greenhouse in plastic pots for six varieties in a complete randomized design. This device comprises three
treatments:

-Witness (T0) - Moderate stress (T1) - pronounced with stress (T2)
Each variety underwent three treatments with a repeat treatment with eight grains per pot.
-The Irrigation system was established as follows:
Watering was carried out twice a week with a dose of 500ml / pot until stage five sheets for all pots.

* Stress Application:
Watering was then reduced to 300ml / pot varieties for low stressed (T1) and 150ml / pot for more weakly

stressed varieties (T2). The initial dose of 500ml / pots was maintained for the control varieties (T0).

- Topographic test Tetrazolium (TZ):
This test is used to determine seed viability and vigor of embryos. It is applied in several species cultivated

as a germination test. The seeds are placed in the tetrazolium solution during half an hour to three quarters of an
hour at temperatures between 20 and 45 ° and in the dark [11].

- Relative Water Content (RWC):
The relative water content was measured from the method [12] also used by [13].

- Determination of Water Loss Rate (RWL):
This is a cuticular transpiration evaluated by the method of [14].

- Dosage of Prolin:
The test determines the prolin content for three treatments (T0, T1, T2) of the six varieties of durum wheat

that are performed after 15 days of water stress.
The technique used for the dosage of prolin is that of [15].
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- Statistical Analysis :
The experiment was arranged in a completely randomized design, with three independent replicates.

Statistical analysis of the data performed in the experimental part were performed using Statistica software
(version 8; StatSoft Inc., 2008) with risk of implication α = 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

- Tetrazolium test :
The results of the tétrazoliume test are explained in the table below:

Table 2: Topographic exploration Tetrazolium
The most vigorous varieties Viable and moderately vigorous varieties

V1 : Waha

V2 : Araldur

V3 : Durbel

V4 : Hedba-3

V5 : Guemgoum Rkhem

V6 : Beliouni

The classification of tissues was done by the respiratory activity of embryonic tissues. In the presence of
living tissue, the tetrazolium reaction is biochemically converted into a red dye called "formazon". The red
coloring is however between the bright red and dark red.

Seed vigor is thus assessed on the basis of color, the color intensity or even the absence of color. In this last
case the seeds are not viable, allowing a classification on the effect based on visual observation or under a
microscope.

The results show that in general, varieties Waha, Araldur and Durbel have a very high viability and also a
strong force. For varieties Beliouni it has an average force.

- Relative Water Content (RWC):

Fig. 1: Effect of water stress on relative water content for the six varieties (expressed as %)
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Generally, the change in the relative content in water (RWC) shows a continuous decrease variable
according to the applied water stress intensity. A statistical analysis indicates a significant differences relative
water content. We note that the lack of water has a negative effect on cell turgor. [16] noted that this decrease
in RWC is faster in susceptibles varieties than in resistants varieties. In addition, [17] shows that the genotypes
which maintain the high RWC in the presence of water stress are tolerant genotypes.

The varieties Durbel,Waha ,Hedba-3 and Guemgoum Rkhem which have a higher RWC than the others
appear to be most promising as to a possible adaptation to stress.

- Water Loss Rate (RWL):

Fig. 2: Effect of water stress on the Water Loss Rate for the six varieties (expressed in g / cm 2 / min)

The results show that there is water stress effect. A statistical analysis indicates a insignificant differences
in the Water Loss Rate. There is generally a decrease in leaf area of varieties submitted to different treatments
(T1 and T2), it implicitly allows us to combine this result with some form of accommodation, or morphological
adjustment.

In addition, there is also a genotype effect. According to the results, genotypes can be classified by the
amplitude ( Δ ) Between witness and stressed. The varieties Waha, Araldur and Hedba-3 which have a lower
RWL than others, exhibit good adjustment as far as to water stress.

- Prolin content :

Fig. 3: Prolin content based on the water stress levels of six varieties (Expressed in g / g. MF)
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The osmoregulation in plants is intensively used in the works of adaptation to biotic and abiotic
stresses. The prolin accumulation reflects the levels of biochemical event in order to maintain high performance
for productivity traits.

During a water deficit, leaf prolin content dosed by the spectrophotometer, increased greatly in all
genotypes, so there is an accommodation effect. Comparing the genotypes of them, the best varieties are:
Waha, Guemgoum Rkhem and Hedba-3.

Conclusion:
The study of the response to water stress among six durum wheat varieties tested reveals the existence of

large variability for most of the parameters measured. The effect of stress water is well marked genotypes
between control and stressed. Indeed, the genotypes are studying do not respond similarly.

The Tetrazolium test, which involved checking both the viability but also and especially the seed vigor;
The varieties Waha, Araldur and Durbel have a very high viability and also a strong force.

For water status, the test cell turgor (RWC) and the gradual water loss (RWL) show that the varieties
Waha, Hedba-3 and Beliouni are illustrated as being most efficient when the water balances.

Finally, regarding the accumulation of osmoticumes, prolin in this case, the varieties Waha, Hedba-3 and
Beliouni were those in water stress conditions, have accumulated the most of this amino acid.

To conclude, we will retain as many different parameters are coping pathways to water stress. These may
be simple physiological responses, as they can also be biochemical responses.

Originally, the Genotype-environment interaction is of great importance. These results finally are a further
step in understanding the complex mechanisms of adaptation. They also offer the possibility to include these
settings in a selection durum program.
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